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WHY WOULD YOU WANT TO BE ORDINARY? 
No matter what level you are at with All Star Motivation you have all said with enthusiasm that you 
want to be successful.  The truth is you don’t want it bad enough.  You just “kind of” want it.  You 
don’t want it as bad as you want to party, as bad as you want to chase the opposite sex, you don’t 
even run your business the same way you were taught.  When you want to succeed as bad as you want 
to breathe, then you will be successful.

Whatever your bigger goals are in life, what are you willing to do achieve it? Are you willing to make 
sacrifices? Work when others are sleeping? Eat only ramen noodles? Breakup with a girlfriend/boy-
friend who is holding you back?  You may think you want it so bad, but do you really?  Any area of 
life where you want success isn’t going to happen overnight. If you think it’s going to be easy, this 
opportunity is not for you.  To build a thriving business there is no quick fix, no pill, no magic wand.  
There is what we taught you, that works, we are proof, then there is what you do which never works 
in the long term.  

We hear over and over again about how you want to be successful and my thought is, “no you don’t.”  
If you did you would be doing everything we taught you and you would already be there.  You like the 
idea of being successful but you aren’t committed to it and those are two completely different things.  
We see it in your actions and when your people call us and tell us.  Listen, I get it, this isn’t about ev-
eryone here but the truth is in the numbers.  I say you like the idea of being successful but you aren’t 
committed.  Committed ones put what they learn into action.  Running your own business sounds 
good to many.  Committed ones live and breathe their business like Billy Nolan does.  

Most people aren’t willing to make sacrifices to get what they want. The successful ones do what the 
unsuccessful ones aren’t willing to do.  Are you willing to skip nights out with friends?  Are you will-
ing to wake up an hour earlier so you can start your day at your business?  No because I call your 
office at 7:45 am and it just rings and rings. 
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I watch this show with Gordon Ramsey in it were he takes over a struggling restaurant.  This per-
son, the owner, liked the idea of having a restaurant but wasn’t committed to it but she opened 
one.  The restaurant is failing, a true mess.  The service sucks, the food sucks, the wait staff is lazy.  
They had no clue how the money was being spent and it was failing.  They invested $500,0000 in 
two years and it just got worse.  If they were truly committed they would have never let it get to this 
point.  How do you not know where your money is going or how it’s spent?  Like I said they are like 
you they liked the idea of running it but not committed.

Some of you are just like ordinary people because you do what ordinary people do.  You wish and 
you want with no action.  Ordinary people want what others have but never will have it because 
there is to much hard work involved.  Like Billy, Chad and I always say if you want the results 
we have you have to do what we do.  I mean you like what you see and wish you were doing these 
numbers but you don’t want to do the work involved because your ordinary.  Ordinary people day 
dream about what they want and give excuses about why things aren’t going their way.  I mean 
some of you try but you are so afraid to fail.  That’s not commitment.

Take a look at yourself.  Do you want to be just ordinary or do you want to be extraordinary?  How 
bad do you want to achieve your goals?  Do your actions show that you want it?  Are you hungry 
enough to sacrifice until you get to the level of success you think you deserve?  Or, are you just an 
ordinary person just thinking about it?  Be honest, it shows in your lack of effort.  If you really 
want it bad, then show it.  I encourage you, all of you, whether you have been here 10+years and 
still not doing anything, or, you just opened your doors of the All Star Motivation Opportuni-
ty to ask yourself and look at yourself in the mirror and say; “Am I doing enough to achieve my 
dreams?”  Stop complaining about your life and the choices you make.  You are where you are 
because of your choices.  The best thing is it can all change right now.  Again, by you making the 
choice to change.

Are you willing to spend your time sacrificing or complaining?  We all have made bad choices or 
look for people to blame when things don’t go our way.  The truth is you have to challenge your 
character to realize your worth and get to your dreams.  We showed each and everyone of you the 
way to success.  All Star Motivation wants nothing but the best for you.  We want you to live your 
dreams.  To do that you have to realize why you aren’t already there.  Are you doing the same thing 
we are?  How often do you contact me, Chad or Billy to see what is new or what we are doing?  
You may think you want it really bad, but are you willing to commit everything you’ve got?

How bad do you want it? And are you willing to make the sacrifices for your dreams?  

Some of you are and that’s great, but some of you will always be ordinary.  

#3 Steven & Za’Kee                 
           Grand Prairie, TX

 #4 T-Mac Moffitt
       TEMPE, AZ

#5 FERNANDO CERVANTES           
Phoenix, AZ

  SILVERTOOTH & ANAIS

#1 BILLY, EDUB, CHAD, 
ERIN & MISHELLE

 OutLaws--927
Region--1919

#2   Pierre Ledford            
    Dallas, TX

OP OUTLAWS--300

P.U.R.E. Finesse 
OUTLAWS--216

RHINO UP--300

MAXX OUTLAWS--

ENUFF OUTLAWS-



Za’Kee Saleem
   T-MAC MOFFITT    MAXX OUTLAWS    3,635 PTS
  FERNANDO CERVANTES  ENUFF OUTLAWS    1,895 PTS      
     

  
 BILLY, EDUB, CHAD   OG OUTLAWS                  58,890 PTS

 SILVERTOOTH & ANAIS   RHINO UP              13,160 PTS

 PIERRE LEDFORD    BOSS OP OUTLAWS   6,770 PTS
 DERRECK CONVERSE   OUTLAWS     4,760 PTS
 STEVEN STROTHER   PURE FINESSE OUTLAWS BOSS  3,850 PTS
 MARK FERNANDEZ   OUTLAWS     3,685 PTS
 ZA’KEE SALEEM    BOSS PURE FINESSE OUTLAWS  3,645 PTS
 T-MAC MOFFITT    MAXX DEAL OUTLAWS   3,635 PTS
 AARON TOLZMANN   OUTLAWS     3,245 PTS
 MARIA WONG    GUNSLINGER OUTLAWS   3,190 PTS
 BRENDON MITCHELL   OP OUTLAWS     2,810 PTS
 ANGEL VILLANUEVA   RHINO UP     2,100 PTS

 MIKE MORGAN    RHINO UP     1,960 PTS
 FERNANDO CERVANTES   ENUFF OUTLAWS    1,895 PTS
 NICK ARCE     RHINO UP     1,800 PTS
 SHANE WHITE    PURE FINESSE OUTLAWS  1,620 PTS
 ERIC SMALLS    OP OUTLAWS    1,580 PTS
 ANTHONY TITTLE   OUTLAWS     1,530 PTS
 ASHTON PERKINS    OP OUTLAWS    1,425 PTS
 LEXUS HURTADO    ENUFF OUTLAWS    1,180 PTS
 
 DANA HARRIS      RHINO UP          740 PTS
 DUSTIN PHILLIPS    RHINO UP          680 PTS
 CARLOS CLARK     OUTLAWS          650 PTS
 MYCHAEL WALKER    OUTLAWS          600 PTS
 CEDRIC TERRY     MAXX DEAL OUTLAWS         450 PTS
 BECKY GARRETT    RHINO UP          400 PTS
 BRANDON HENRY    RHINO UP          300 PTS
 NIGEL PORTER     OUTLAWS          290 PTS
 TYLER HENERY     OUTLAWS          290 PTS
 TREVOR STEWART    RHINO UP          280 PTS
 LORRAINE MORENO    MAXX OUTLAWS         260 PTS
 ABDIEL NUNEZ    OUTLAWS                                    60 PTS
 
 
  

   



1st of 
month 

mee Ar-

PIERRE LEDFORD   BOSS OP OUTLAWS   145
SHANE WHITE    PURE FINESSE OUTLAWS  116
CHAD MILLER    VP OUTLAWS    105
DERRECK CONVERSE  OUTLAWS     103
MYCHAEL WALKER   OUTLAWS     100
MARK FERNANDEZ   OUTLAWS     100

ANGEL VILLANUEVA   RHINO UP     95

ANTHONY TITLE    OUTLAWS     80
AARON TOLZMANN   OUTLAWS     80

STEVEN STROTHER   BOSS PURE FINESSE OUTLAWS 77
MISHELLE ULRICHS   OUTLAW STAFF    70
MARIA WONG     GUNSLINGER OUTLAWS  70

ABDIEL NUNEZ     OUTLAWS      61
BRENDON MITCHELL    OP OUTLAWS     60
LEXUS HURTADO    ENUFF OUTLAWS    60
 
ERIC SMALLS     OP OUTLAWS     54

MIKE MORGAN     RHINO UP      48
NICK ARCE     RHINO UP      47
SI ABRAHA     OUTLAWS(R)     41
ASHTON PERKINS    OP OUTLAWS     41
T-MAC MOFFITT     BOSS MAXX OUTLAWS   40
LORRAINE MORENO    MAXX OUTLAWS    40
ZA’KEE SALEEM    BOSS PURE FINESSE OUTLAWS  40

This is our new Hall of Fame section!  Can you 
beat these All Stars?  

We got lot’s of room for you so you need to bring 
it!!!

Who will be he next 

AP Perkins Birthday

1st of the month 
meeting!

  
USMC 
Birthday

USMC BIRH

OWNERS IT IS YOUR RESPONSIBILITY 
TO GET ME YOUR PEOPLES BIRTH-
DAYS!  I’M I MISSING SOMEONE????

1.   All Star Motivation 
Building Record 2,185 Bottles

Billy, E & Chad 04-10-2010

 1.  Las Vegas, Nevada City Record 
2,309 Bottles Billy, E, Chad, Pierre  

03-16-2016

Billy Nolan,  Mark Fernandez 3 Man 
Road Crew

354 Bottles 3-10-18

ANAIS HERRERA 4 Man Crew 
473 Bottles

BILLY NOLAN 6 Man Crew
630 Bottles

1.  Billy Nolan
Most individual sales one week

231 Bottles

TOP OFFICE & CITY SALES___TOP ROAD CREW LEADER___TOP INDIVIDUAL SALES

2.  ANAIS HERRERA
171 BOTTLES 

SHOULD YOU HAVE SOMEONE 
IN THIS SECTION?  CAN YOU 
BEAT SOMEONE IN THIS SEC-
TION?  ARE YOU WORTHY OF 
THE HOF?  SEND ME THE PROOF 
AND A PICTURE AND WE WILL 
GET THEM IN!!!  HOPE YOU LIKE 
THE NEW SECTION!!  

COME GET SOME!!!!!



701 we getMan oh Man 702!  We getting so close to 1000!  Great job out 
the whole OutLaw camp!  KB you lead a kick azz crew man.  
Kyle, Minah, Brendon and Taesia way to support the cause!  
Ashton on Point as well with another bad azz crew, with Za’Kee, 
Travis, AP, and Ashley, way to hold it down!  So proud of my 
camp and how hard everyone is jamming!  Remember Hard 
work pays off!  90% Grind 10% Rest is the key to the million-
aire safe!  Lets get it!!!!--Billy, Chad, Erin & Kristy

Great job this week squad!  Time to motivate all our new peo-
ple.  Monty and Greg step your game up!  Mishelle good job 
in the office this week.  1000 is on the way!!  Here we come for 
that #1 spot!!--JayFresh & Mishelle

Here we go!  8 weeks till 2016, so we have 8 weeks to climb back 
to the top!  way to riche3s is the same as the road to success and 
that’s up!--2th

Classy Mother F’N Hustlers!  Very proud of all of you!  Mark 
had his best day this week, 21 bottles!  T-Mac 53 in the of-
fice, killing ‘em!  Now we about to go outta town and beast 
out again!  Let’s keep that momentum rolling!!  #Keepit-
Classy!--Anais, T-Mac & Mark

Great job this week squad!  Time to motivate all our 
new people.  Monty and Greg step your games up!  
Mishelle good job in the office this week.  100 is on 
the way!!  here we come to that #1 spot!!--JayFresh 
& Mishelle

Great job this week squad!  Time to motivate all our new people!  
Monty and Greg step your game up!  Mishelle good job in the 
office this week.  100 0 is on the way!!  Here we come #1 spot!!!--
JayFresh & Mishelle

Erin got that new Whip!!!
Great Job Office Manager!!!!

HOLD UP!!!??!!  We got all these 100 clubs going down in Vegas!  Chad, of course, Mychael 
back to back, Mark, again, Derreck, again, who else we got?  This is how you get noticed!  Rock 
stars 100 club!  People who want to be promoted 100 club!  You don’t have to do it to get pro-
moted but it will actually get you promoted faster if you do!  Great job out of my entire team!  
So proud of all of you.  Some of you have a ways to go but you will get there if you just listen to 
us and apply those things.  Abdiel you had your best week way to go!  Mishelle being a part of 
the staff and going out and contributing to training and doing big numbers on a consistent ba-
sics is what all of you should look for!  Anthony, and Aaron holding it down like always will get 
you promoted quick.  Who’s next!  Si time to finish that 100 and hit management!  4 FNP’s on 
crew this week!  It’s spooky how good we are!  GH$!  You keep being ordinary and we will keep 
winning!--Billy, Chad, Erin & Mishelle

Just got off a week of motivation with the team killing it in East Texas showing love! A few more 
weeks and the next level of motivation will begin. Everyone hit a bonus and did their thing but 
this next week its it’s time to swing for the fences. Let’s make it productive and keep the mo-
mentum high. Getting busy and staying focus is the only way to the top. We gotta make our 
mark down south and show these boys what the brand is all about by hitting these streets and 
Internet hard. Traveling and making money is always fun but now its time to shine harder than 
ever. Let’s not just talk and go make it happen this year and be ready to bring in 2019 with a 
bang!--Pierre

We are the Claasy Rhinos, which means we don’t go backwards , we push forward until we suc-
ceed! Get Excited !!! 2th & Classy

BIG FUCN SHOUT OUT TO CORY ANOTHER MOBBIN ASS MANAGER SWORN INTO 
THE MOB, AND FUCN SHANE COMING THROUGH WITH 116 AND BACK2BACK 110+ 
WEEKS. NOW DO IT AGAIN!! LETS KEEP THE MOMENTUM GOING AND GROWING!! 
MOTIVATION MOBBIN!!--Za’Kee & Steven

Maximum Motivation is here to stay!  No matter how many obstacles you go through in life 
as long as you never give up on your goals and dreams you can never fail.  Everything you go 
through in life is a lesson to teach you something.  All you have to do is learn from every experi-
ence you go through and always find ways to better yourself as a person and that’s how you can 
make progress.  Slow progress is still progress.  We are in it to win this marathon!!--T-Mac

ENUFF is Enough let’s get this shit y’all! LET GET THIS STATUES LEVEL BONU$ THIS 
WEEK! TEAMWORK MAKE THE DREAMWORK! GRIND, HU$TLE $TACK! --Fernando 
& Ivy


